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Optimize your workspace and streamline your inventory with our small parts storage solutions. 
Products like our slide rack with small compartment boxes, bin storage units, and wall mounted 
cabinets are designed to keep your small components, tools, and materials organized and easily 
accessible. Our durable and versatile storage units offer the perfect blend of efficiency and 
reliability, helping you maintain a well-organized, clutter-free environment.

Our small parts storage solutions are perfect for Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) systems. By 
allowing vendors to monitor and replenish stock levels, businesses can focus on core operations 
while ensuring optimal inventory levels without overstocking. This approach enhances supply 
chain efficiency, reduces carrying costs, and fosters stronger vendor partnerships. 

All of our small parts storage products are made of heavy-duty 
steel and include a durable powder coat finish. All items are 
available in our most popular color options. Choose one color 
for all items, or mix and match to create an eye catching display 
in your facility. 

Small Parts Storage Solutions

DD - Dove Gray

KK - Vulcan Black

YF - Red Baron
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Portable Small Parts Storage

Slide Rack

Base for Slide Rack

Perfect for workshops, garages, and industrial settings, the 
slide rack ensures your small parts are always within reach 
and neatly arranged. 

The slide rack features full extension pull out trays to hold 
our small compartment boxes. You can work directly from the 
slide rack OR easily lift out the compartment box and bring it 
directly to your station!

Available with 2, 4, or 5 sliding trays to accommodate small parts compartment boxes. All units come 
with pre-drilled holes, allowing them to be easily stacked to maximize your storage space. Slide rack 
cases are available in two depths. 

Easily add a base for your slide rack to have a free standing unit 
anywhere in your facility. 

SLIDE RACK

CASE TRAYS HEIGHT SKU

Slim Case
20-5/16”w x 12-1/2”d

 2 8-1/8” 309B

4 15” 310B

5 21” 305B

Deep Case
20-5/16”w x 16-7/8”d

2 8-1/8” 302B

4 15” 303BA

USE WITH W x D x H SKU

Slim Case 12-1/12”d 20-9/16” x 12-3/4” x 15” 311

Deep Case 16-7/8”d 20-9/16” x 17-1/8” x 15” 304C
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Small compartment boxes can be stored in our slide rack 
or even used alone. Each box includes a handle for easy 
carrying as well as a draw latch to hold the lid closed. Each 
box measures 18-5/16”w x 12-7/16”d x 3-1/16”h. 

Boxes are made of durable steel with a full piano hinge. 
Choose from our selected powder coat color options for the 
compartment box. 

Small Parts On The Go

SMALL COMPARTMENT BOXES

COMPARTMENT BOX TRAY DIMENSIONS W x D SKU

6 Horizontal Compartment 17-1/2” x 1-7/8” 125

12 Compartment 5-13/16” x 2-15/16” 115

16 Compartment 4-15/16” x 2-15/16” 113

21 Compartment (20) 2-11/16” x 2-15/16” 
(1) 3-13/16” x 11-9/16” 109

125 115

109113
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The interior plastic tray features compartments with scooped bottoms to make part removal easy. 
The adjustable tray features separate horizontal and vertical notched pieces allowing you to create a 
variety of configurations. Compartment trays are available in gray. 

Organized Trays

SMALL COMPARTMENT BOXES

COMPARTMENT BOX TRAY DIMENSIONS W x D SKU

20 Compartment 3-7/16” x 2-15/16” 111

24 Compartment (20) 2-11/16” x 2-7/8”
(4) 3-13/16” x 2-7/8” 102

20 Adjustable Compartment VARIES 131

102111 131
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Our wall mount cabinet is a quick and easy way to 
add more storage to your location. Each cabinet 
includes two adjustable shelves.

Hasps on the doors allow you to easily secure the 
unit closed with a padlock. 

Enhance your organization with our small parts 
drawer cabinet. Each drawer features a rear tab 
that allows it to hang open. The drawers can 
easily lift out and be removed for easy sorting 
and refilling. 

This cabinet includes 36 removable plastic 
dividers, enabling you to customize each 
drawer to suit your storage needs. 

Wall Mounted Storage

Small Parts Drawer Cabinet

ITEM W x D x H SKU

Wall Mount Cabinet 26-9/16” x 11-7/8” x 30” 061

ITEM CABINET W x D x H DRAWER W x D x H SKU

18 Drawer Cabinet 33-13/16” x 11-15/16” x 10-7/8” 5-15/32” x 11-1/4” x 3-3/16” 005

DRAWER & WALL CABINETS
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PARTS BINS 

Bin Storage

Bin Organizer

Base for Bin Organizer

Our Bin Storage unit is perfect for organizing and storing 
small screws, parts, and other hardware. Resembling pigeon 
hole bins, this unit provides quick and easy access to all your 
essential items, ensuring a tidy and efficient workspace. 

Ideal for workshops, garages, and industrial environments, 
its robust design and versatile storage capacity make it an 
indispensable tool for keeping small components neatly 
arranged and readily available.

Each opening is 4”w x 11-15/16”d x 4-1/2”h. The sloped fronts on the inside allow for easy retrieval 
of small parts and hardware. Pre-drilled holes make it easy to double stack units or secure them 
side-by-side.

Easily add a base for your bin organizer to have a free standing unit 
anywhere in your facility. 

ITEM W x D x H SKU

40 Bin Organizer 33-13/16” x 11-15/16” x 24” 359

ITEM W x D x H SKU

Bin Organizer Base 34-1/16” x 11-3/4” x 5-3/4” 364
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